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Please use the information 

mailed to you to join our 

ClassDojo! 

If you would like an invite 

emailed or texted to you 

please email me at 

chericjm@pcam.org 

mailto:chericjm@pcam.org


 
 
 
 

Please use these suggestions to 
continue your child’s learning at 

home. 
 
 

 Any work with letters, numbers and 
their name will prove to be 

beneficial! 
 
 

The online resources will be familiar 
to the children and I hope your 

family enjoys them! 

  



  

Letter V 
When forming the letter U: start at the top line, slant 
down, slant up 
When forming the letter u: start at middle line, slant 
down, slant up 

Use two crayons, or pencils, or anything that is 
straight to form a V. Try other letters like  

T,L 
 Using a few more straight pieces try A,M,N,H,E,F, 

Make the letter V in the air with your finger like 
we do at circle time!  Now write your name in 
the air! 
 
Words that start with V: vet, violin, vase, violet, 
very….Can you think of anymore?  

If you have the plastic Easter eggs at home, take 
them apart, mix them up and have the children match 

the tops and bottom colors. 
Then sort by color and build a chart by placing them 
in straight lines and seeing which color has more, 

less or the same. 
This can be done with jellybeans, skittles, M&Ms etc.. 

  
 



 
Alphablocks letter V 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCPhZ7CGjKU 
Alphabet Letter and word review 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ik2vCFrE0Z0 

PBS Kids 
https://pbskids.org/superwhy/games/alpha-pigs-paint-by-letter/ 

 
Choose the correct letter and paint the pictures! 

Sesame Street 
Letter V 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XN8OF3fbpmg 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GQb6gTJD7zA 

Storyline Online 
https://youtu.be/gIQhxayNX1o  

Questions to ask: 
DId Guji Guji look like the other ducklings? (No!) 

 
Did he act like the other ducklings? (No!) 

 
What does he do to help the other ducklings at the end? 
He saves them from being eaten by the other alligators. 

 
 

Counting Videos 
Count and exercise to 20 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MVzXKfr6e8 
 

Dance and Freeze 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1vdKfXlB_g 

 
GoNoodle 

Cleanup song! 
https://family.gonoodle.com/activities/clean-up 
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